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Graphical Abstract 

 

Highlights: 

• Ultrasound irradiation of microbubbles may alter membrane permeability 

• High-fidelity microvessels-on-chip allows to perform reliable in vitro studies 

on drug 

 delivery 

• Combining in vitro platforms and cavitation is crucial for improving targeted 

drug delivery 
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Traditional drug delivery systems, where pharmaceutical agents are conveyed to the 

target tissue through the blood circulation, suffer of poor therapeutic efficiency and 

limited selectivity largely due to the low permeability of the highly specialised 

biological interface represented by the endothelial layer. Examples concern cancer 

therapeutics or degenerative disorders where drug delivery is inhibited by the blood-

brain barrier (BBB). Micro-bubbles injected into the bloodstream undergo volume 

oscillations under localised ultrasound irradiation and possibly collapse near the site of 

interest, with no effect on the rest of the endothelium. The resulting mechanical action 

induces a transient increase of the inter-cellular spaces and facilitates drug 

extravasation. This approach, already pursed in in vivo animal models, is extremely 

expensive and time-consuming. On the other hand in vitro studies using different kinds 

of microfluidic networks are firmly established in the pharmaceutical industry for drug-

delivery testing. The combination of the in vitro approach with ultrasound used to 

control micro-bubbles oscillations is expected to provide crucial information for 

developing cavitation enhanced drug delivery protocols and for screening the properties 

of the biological interface in presence of healthy or diseased tissues. Purpose of the 

present review is providing the state of the art in this rapidly growing field where 

cavitation is exploited as a viable technology to transiently modify the permeability of 

the biological interface. After describing current in vivo studies, particular emphasis 

will be placed on illustrating characteristics of micro-devices, biological 

functionalisation, properties of the artificial endothelium and ultrasound irradiation 

techniques.  

Keywords: drug delivery systems, endothelial layer permeability, cavitation, 

ultrasound, micro-bubbles, microfluidics. 
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1. Introduction 

The outcome of drug administration may fail for insufficient drug accumulation at the 

desired site. The risk is prevented using larger doses than strictly needed, enhancing the 

complementary risk of body toxicity, a particularly crucial issue for potent anticancer 

drugs [1, 2]. In this context, targeted drug delivery concerns innovative technologies 

for the safe transport and release of pharmaceutical compounds to the specific site of 

action able to minimise systemic toxic side effects and improve therapeutic efficacy 

[3].   

Controlled release dates back to the founder of chemotherapy, Paul Ehrlich who 
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inspired clinical treatment with “targeted success” [4] according to four rules: retain, 

evade, target and release [5], i.e. preserve the content till delivery; evade the immune 

system and target the site of release avoiding undesired effects.  

Drugs administrated through the blood stream need to extravasate from blood vessels 

[6]. Extravasation is hampered by the endothelium that coats the vasculature , a layer 

of specialised cells around capillary vases tightened together to form a highly selective 

membrane that confines molecules larger than albumin to the circulation [7].  

Current knowledge in cell biology can be combined with engineering to devise 

microfluidic systems aimed at developing innovative methods for endothelium 

permeability control [8]. Microfluidics, i.e. fluid manipulation at micrometrical scale 

[9], allows to reproduce the cellular microenvironment to study living systems under 

well controlled and reproducible conditions. It can be used, in particular, to check the 

endothelium response to different drug delivery protocols in healthy and diseased 

tissues. 

Cavitation is especially promising for facilitating drug delivery given its ability to 

transiently and reversibly loosen the junctions sealing the endothelial cells together. 

Cavitation is obtained by combining ultrasound (US) exposure and microbubbles 

(MBs) injection. This technique, known as USMB-mediated drug delivery, is expected 

to develop into a potentially reliable and safe delivery method able to avoid irreversible 

damage to physiological barriers [10]. 

Microbubbles, already approved for human safety [11], were originally developed as 

contrast agents for ultrasound imaging [12-14] but are presently finding therapeutical 

application in drug delivery [11, 15-18]. Ultrasound contrast agents (UCA) comprise a 

shell and an encapsulated gas core and respond to US with different cavitation modes 

[19]. Stable cavitation upon low acoustic pressure induces acoustic microstreaming in 

the surrounding fluid environment. Inertial cavitation, obtained at higher acoustic 

pressure, is more violent with shock wave emission and intense micro-jet formation. 

The respective bioeffects on cells and tissues are different. 

USMB-mediated approaches are especially important for transient opening and 

permeabilisation of the Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) [15, 16, 20]. The BBB is a highly 

specialised structure of the central nervous system vasculature consisting of endothelial 

cells connected together by tight junctions, surrounded by perycites and packed by 

astrocytes [21]. It protects the brain from pathogens but, at the same time, blocks the 

entry of most pharmaceuticals [15]. 

The present review concerns cavitation assisted drug delivery with special focus on in 

vitro microdevices for delivery protocol development. Microfluidics and related 

microfabrication techniques are briefly described. After introducing the background on 

bubble dynamics and cavitation, a discussion of the biological effects of US induced 

MB dynamics is reported. Current in vivo applications in animal models are presented, 
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focusing on the BBB in particular. Finally, an overview of recent in vitro studies and 

their potential for drug delivery protocol development under controlled conditions is 

provided. Limits of present techniques and perspective development of more realistic 

biomimetic devices for a better reproduction of the microvascular environment are 

finally illustrated. 

2. Microfluidics and drug delivery 

 

With the development of microfluidics new approaches to study drug delivery become 

available paving the way to improved therapeutic efficiency.  Microfluidic devices are 

exploited for developing drug carriers [22-25] able to enhance drug bioavailability and 

specificity, meanwhile reducing cytotoxicity. Microfluidic devices may be also 

exploited to improve drug delivery mechanisms [26, 27]. Relevant examples are the 

vasculature-on-a-chip to investigate in vitro disease models, including immunological 

research related to cell-to-cell interactions in tumours [28, 29], and the organs-on-chip 

to replicate organ functions [30, 31]. Within this new class of “bioinspired” devices, 

the present review is centred on devices able to reproduce physiological barriers in view 

of optimised drug uptake.  

 

Microfluidic devices designed to mimic topologically complex networks are often 

realised in Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [32, 33]. PDMS is an inexpensive polymer, 

flexible, optically transparent and easy to handle and bond to other surfaces. It is 

compatible with biological assays due to its permeability to gases, impermeability to 

water and nontoxicity to cells [34]. Despite many beneficial properties, there are 

limitations in the possible biomedical applications [30]. For example, PDMS may 

absorb small molecules which can affect cell signalling dynamics [35]. Its 

hydrophobicity prevents usage for capillarity-driven systems, e.g. in self-drive 

microdevices for Point-of-Care (POC) diagnostic and in electrophoresis. These 

inconveniences can be overcome by resorting to SU-8, an epoxy negative photoresist, 

inert to chemical reactions, impermeable and slightly hydrophilic with good adhesion 

on glass [36, 37]. 

The technology for fabricating microfluidic networks is soft lithography, based on rapid 

prototyping and replica moulding [32, 38]. The microfluidic network is conceived using 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) software and printed on a high-resolution mask to be 

used as photomask in contact photolithography. The dissolution of the unpolymerised 

photoresist produces a positive relief on a silicon wafer, that serves as moulding master. 

Once the master is available, a small series of microdevices can be cheaply obtained by 

replica moulding. 

 

Focusing on platforms designed to reproduce the BBB, a prolific development took 

place in the last fifteen years. In vitro BBB models reproducing important features of 

the in vivo brain microenvironment have been developed in 2D and 3D microchips 

using cells co-cultured systems (e.g. in [39-43]). For a detailed review of the cell culture 
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models of brain endothelial cells see also [44], while a complete discussion of the 

related microfluidic aspects are discussed in [45]. 

 

The endothelial cell phenotype is established by shear stress (the frictional forces 

generated by the blood flow) exposure that induces functional cell responses to the 

environment through signalling molecules and/or cytoskeleton reorganisation [46-48]. 

Hence a crucial issue in mimicking vasculature systems is the reproduction of the 

mechanical stress acting on the endothelial barrier [49, 50].  

  

The effect of flow conditions on vascular drug delivery can be addressed by in vitro 

flow chambers with idealised geometry, e.g. the parallel plate flow chambers, that 

simulates physiologic flows through perfusion at low Reynolds number [51]. Although 

this simple setting allows for an easy characterisation of flow-induced effects, the 

microcirculation is not reproduced, leading to poor correspondence with in vivo flow 

dynamics, cell and drug transport [52]. 

A more complete reconstruction of the microvascular environment is obtained in [53] 

with a disposable chip featuring flow and morphologically realistic environment that 

reproduces the leukocyte adhesion cascade. 

 

The number of systems that include a physiologic flow component in BBB models is 

still limited [54-56]. A novel commercially available device has been recently 

developed as a model of BBB-on-a-chip [57, 58]. This device has been optimised with 

the main intent to investigate BBB permeability and for therapeutics screening. Main 

features of the BBB-on-a-chip are: visualisation and real-time measurement capability; 

channel three-dimensionality matching the size of vascular vessels; correct perfusion 

rate and physiological shear stress intensity; biochemical interactions between different 

cultured tissues. In particular, in [57] the neonatal stage BBB is reproduced in vitro by 

a co-culture of rat brain endothelial cells (RBEC) and astrocytes seeded in different 

compartments and kept in communication through a porous interface. The two distinct 

cell cultures communicating through a biointerface offer the opportunity to investigate 

the cell-cell interactions that occur between different tissues, e.g., immune system and 

tumour. 

 

Experiments on the permeability of the artificially-grown endothelial layer in the BBB-

on-a-chip were recently carried out in the authors laboratory. The BBB-on-a-chip is 

shown in the top panel of Fig.1 with a culture of human umbilical vein endothelial cells 

(HUVECs) in the vascular channels, obtained upon cells seeding and adhesion. The 

typical elongated shape, characteristic of endothelial cells under physiological blood 

flow rate, is obtained by exposing the cells to 22 hours flow [59]. The bottom panel of 

Fig.1 reports data concerning the endothelial membrane permeability evaluated by 

measuring fluorescent dye diffusion through the membrane pores. The protocol is 

typically based on 2-hour time lapse acquisitions under a confocal microscope operated 

in epifluorescence mode. 
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 Permeability is quantified through image analysis on the intensity change due to 

fluorescent accumulation in the tissue compartment [57]. The comparison between two 

different cases is presented: BBB-on-a-chip with bare vascular channels (bottom left) 

and seeded with confluent HUVECs (bottom right). In presence of endothelial cells, 

permeability decreases by two magnitude orders, thus indicating that the proper 

physiological response of the barrier is achieved. 

 

 

3. Ultrasound cavitation 

 

The physical basis of USMB-mediated drug delivery is the mechanical stress generated 

on the endothelium by bubble oscillations forced by US exposure. The oscillations 

induce a flow in the surrounding liquid that, through pressure and friction forces, 

facilitates drug release and increase drug uptake [11]. The main US parameters which 

characterise the phenomenon are:  

1) Frequency, ranging from kHz to MHz, depending on specific tissue, type of MB and 

clinical purpose. Frequency influences the penetration depth and the spatial resolution 

Figure 1. (Top) Bright field images of the BBB-on-a-chip. On the left panel, the 
vascular channels seeded with HUVECs and the tissue compartment. On the right 
panel, reconstituted image of the vascular channel. HUVECs are visibly elongated 
following the flow direction resembling vessel endothelial cells. The interface 
consisting of a series of slits that allow communications between the 
compartments is clearly visible. (Bottom) Time lapse of the intensity change due to 
the accumulation of Texas Red 40 kDa dextran from the vascular channel to the 
tissue compartment. Vascular channel with no-cell seeding (bottom left) and with 
HUVECs coating (bottom right).  
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of US, with spatial resolutions increasing and penetration depth decreasing for larger 

frequency [60]. 

 2) Intensity, for drug delivery applications between 0.3 - 3 W/cm2  to limit the tissue 

temperature rise below 1°C.  

3) Mechanical Index (MI), defined as the US peak negative pressure (PNP) divided by 

the square root of the frequency 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 √𝑓⁄  [61]. The MI upper limit for clinical 

applications is set to 1.9 MPa/MHz, to prevent direct tissue damage [62]. An 

understanding of the role of these parameters requires a brief introduction to bubble 

dynamics, nucleation and inertial collapse.  

 

The dynamics of a spherical bubble immersed in bulk liquid with constant density ρL 

and dynamic viscosity μL obeys the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [63], 

 

𝑝𝐵(𝑡)−𝑝𝐿
∞(𝑡)

𝜌𝐿
= 𝑅𝑅

··

+
3

2
𝑅
·
2 +

4𝜇𝐿

𝜌𝐿

𝑅
·

𝑅
+

2𝜎

𝜌𝐿𝑅
 , 

 

for the time-dependent bubble radius 𝑅(𝑡). The equation is obtained by integrating the 

spherically symmetric Navier-Stokes system for a viscous liquid from the bubble radius 

to infinity. 𝑝𝐵(𝑡) is the pressure inside the bubble and 𝜎 the liquid/gas surface tension. 

The time dependent pressure 𝑝𝐿
∞(𝑡) in the liquid due to the acoustic wave is the forcing 

term [64, 65]. The equation accounts for the Young-Laplace law relating pressure jump 

across the interface to surface tension and mean curvature 𝑝𝐵 − 𝑝𝐿
𝑅 = 2𝜎/𝑅, where  𝑝𝐿

𝑅 

is the liquid pressure at the bubble interface. The inner pressure due to a mixture of gas 

and vapour is 𝑝𝐵 = 𝑝𝑉 + 𝑝𝐺 , where 𝑝𝐺  is the gas partial pressure and 𝑝𝑉 the vapour 

pressure at the given conditions. 𝑝𝐵(𝑡) depends on time since the bubble oscillations 

compress and expand the gas and depends on the thermodynamic transformation 

undergone by the gas.  

 

Bubble stability is assessed by considering the linearised form of the Rayleigh-Plesset 

equation for small radial perturbations. Given environment pressure and temperature, 

bubbles are stable (i.e. they return to equilibrium after perturbation removal) when they 

are smaller than a critical size (Blake radius, [66]) 𝑅𝑐 = [9𝑀𝑔𝑇𝐾𝑔/(8𝜋𝛾)]
1 2⁄

 (𝑀𝑔 is 

the bubble mass, T the temperature and 𝐾𝑔 the gas constant). The critical liquid pressure 

𝑝𝐿
𝑐 = 𝑝𝑉 − 4𝜎/(3𝑅𝑐) is the liquid pressure that expands the originally stable bubble to 

the critical radius [67, 68]). Hence, depending on acoustic amplitude, preexisting 

microbubbles, stable in the unperturbed conditions, may be destabilised by the acoustic 

pressure minimum. The unstable bubble may undergo inertial cavitation, i.e. expand up 

to a maximum radius and successively collapse. During this violent event, the gas 

compressed inside the bubble reaches very high temperatures. Moreover, when the 

collapse is arrested and the bubble re-expands back, a shock wave is emitted in the 

surrounding liquid [69-72]. MI combines the information on amplitude and frequency 

such that, below a threshold value (MI ≤ 1.9), the collapsing bubble does not damage 

neighbouring tissues by thermal and mechanical loads. 
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Tissue over-heating that may occur with continuous US application is prevented with 

discontinuous exposure, where pulses are repeated periodically (duty cycle), allowing 

time for energy dispersion. Concerning sources, US can be excited by non-focused 

(plane waves), or focused transducers. Plane waves are typically used in imaging, while 

focused transducers are suitable for therapy, where large energy density is needed in 

the target region while exposure of surrounding tissues is undesired. Reduction of 

energy deposition area can be achieved by focusing also with the relatively low 

frequencies needed to reach deep tissues [60].  

 

A gas bubble containing a single gas with molecular weight 𝑚𝑤 tends to dissolve in 

water as described by the Epstein-Plesset model [73], 

 

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑡
= −𝐷𝐻𝐾0𝑇

1−𝑠+2
𝑚𝑤𝛾

𝜌𝐾0𝑇𝑅

1+2
𝑚𝑤𝛾

𝜌𝐾0𝑇𝑅

1

𝑅
, 

 

where 𝐷 is the gas diffusivity,  𝐻 Henry’s constant for the gas and 𝐾0 the ideal gas 

constant. The dissolution rate depends on the gas saturation fraction of the liquid, 𝑠 =

𝐶/𝐶𝑠, ratio of dissolved gas to saturation concentration. Ordinary gas/water interfaces 

have a considerable surface tension, implying that, according to Young-Laplace law, 

the pressure inside micron sized bubbles may raise to large values (pressure increase of 

1.4bar for 1𝜇m radii). Since air is easily soluble in biological liquids, ordinary bubbles 

are fast to dissolve, unless properly stabilised. Stability increases (i.e. life time 

lengthens) for a larger saturation fraction, a smaller surface tension, 𝜎 → 0, and smaller 

gas diffusivity and solubility. Since saturation level cannot be modified, bubble life 

time is enhanced by decreasing surface tension through suitable coatings and by 

reducing gas diffusivity and solubility using large molecular weight inert species. The 

coating shell also contributes to bubble longevity by reducing the interface permeability 

[74, 75].  Recently, coated bubbles, originally developed as ultrasound contrast agents 

(UCAs), acquired a key role as “ultrasound-triggered agents” for drug delivery and 

therapy [13, 14, 17, 76-78]. They consist of MBs (1 - 10 μm) of heavy molecular weight 

inert gas (e.g. SF6, C3F8 or C4F10), coated with a lipid, polymer, sugar or protein layer.  

 

Compared to uncoated air bubbles, UCAs have different mechanical properties, e.g. 

resonance frequency, viscous damping and scattering response [79-82]. At small 

acoustic pressures, they behave linearly, with symmetric expansion/compression 

cycles. At larger acoustic pressures (i.e., above 50 KPa), phospholipid-coated bubbles 

(e.g. SonoVue®) present a “compression-only” behaviour [83] due to the rigidity of the 

coating shell that can hardly expand. Large compressive stress during the positive 

pressure peak easily induces shell buckling and large compressive deformations. Large 

acoustic pressures eventually break the bubble shell and the bubble reverts to the 

classical Rayleigh-Plesset dynamics [82]. Several models are available (e.g. in [80-82, 
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84]) to account for the coating shell in the dynamics, see Fig. 2 for an illustration. 

The acoustic response described above is controlled by the MI [17, 18, 85]. At low MI 

(< 0.1, say) MBs oscillate linearly and scatter the acoustic signal at excitation 

frequency. Increasing the MI ( 0.1 - 0.3) stable cavitation persists in the non-linear 

regime, see Fig. 3, with large oscillations and super/sub-harmonic emission. In this 

regime bubbles significantly displace the surrounding liquid inducing acoustic 

microstreaming [86-88] which pattern depends on the bubble oscillation mode [89] and 

primarily varies with applied frequency, being most pronounced near the fundamental 

spherical mode.  

 

Microstreaming plays a prominent role in USMB-mediated drug delivery and may be 

worth being discussed further. Beside volume oscillations, a bubble forced by an 

acoustic wave of amplitude 𝑎 near the resonant (angular) frequency 𝜔 experiences a 

periodic (Bjerknes) force along the acoustic beam due to the front/aft pressure 

asymmetry, 

 

 𝐹𝐵(𝑡) = ∮
𝜕𝐵
𝑝𝐧𝑑𝑆 ≃ 𝛻𝑝𝐿[𝐱𝐵(𝑡), 𝑡]𝑉𝐵(𝑡), 

Figure 2. Numerical solution of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation with the surface 
tension model reproducing the dynamics of a lipid-coated bubble [82]. Applied 
pressure wave (top row). Symmetric bubble response (middle row).“Compression-
only” behaviour (bottom row). Courtesy of G. Di Muccio e M. Chinappi. 
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where 𝐱𝐵 is the bubble centre and 𝑉𝐵 its volume, and oscillates back and forth. The 

oscillating stream seen by the bubble produces an oscillating boundary layer of 

thickness 𝛿 = √2𝜈/𝜔 [ 90]. Although the bubble centre moves proportionally to the 

amplitude 𝑎, the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations leads to a component of 

the boundary layer layer response proportional to the squared amplitude, 𝐮𝑏𝑙 =

𝑎𝐮𝑏𝑙
(1)
(𝐱, 𝑡) + 𝑎2[𝐮𝑠𝑠(𝐱) + 𝐮𝑢𝑛

(2)
(𝐱, 𝑡)]. It consists of an oscillatory term and a time 

independent, steady streaming part, 𝐮𝑠𝑠
(2)

.  Its origin is the quadratic self-interaction of 

the first order term, 𝐮𝑏𝑙
(1)

, proportional to cos(𝜔𝑡). Hence the quadratic self-interaction 

has non-vanishing time average coming from the squared cosine, cos(𝜔𝑡)2 = 1/2[1 −

sin(2𝜔𝑡)]. This produces the steady streaming response 𝐮𝑠𝑠  of the boundary layer 

which, in its turn, drives the liquid motion further away from the bubble. When volume 

oscillations are combined with the periodic displacement, the steady external velocity 

field turns out to be of dipole type [91] and decays slowly enough with distance from 

the bubble to significantly affect its surroundings. When the bubble is close to the 

endothelial layer, the shear stress due to the steady streaming produces loosen the cell 

junctions and facilitate drug extravasation [92].   

 

The bubble response described so far concerns stable cavitation at moderate acoustic 

intensities. At higher acoustic pressure (0.3 < MI < 0.6) unstable bubble growth occurs 

which leads to inertial cavitation, accompanied by broadband acoustic emission. Also 

for the coated bubbles, inertial cavitation induces strong mechanical stresses on 

adjacent tissues, due to shock waves and high-speed liquid jets toward the endothelium. 

Figure 3. Sketch of stable and inertial cavitation showing the effects on the 
endothelium. 
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This may cause additional blood vessel permeabilisation and even cell membrane 

perforation [93].  

A basic understanding of the phenomenology can be gained from Fig. 5 concerning a 

bubble collapse near a solid wall. The wall leads to an asymmetric collapse [94, 95] 

which deforms the originally spherical bubble into a toroid with a liquid jet perforating 

the bubble and impinging the wall. The collapse is arrested by the emission of the strong 

shock wave highlighted in the Fig 5d. The original literature on the topic, dating back 

to the 40’s, dealt with bubbles generated by underwater explosions [96-98]. More 

recently the subject revived in the context of cavitation [99-101]. Since the mathematics 

is somewhat involved, only the relevant  phenomenology is illustrated here. 

The system comprising bubble and wall can be shown to be equivalent to two 

symmetric bubbles collapsing in free space, Fig. 5a. To a first approximation, the 

velocity corresponds to the potential flow of two symmetrically placed (negative) point 

sources (sinks), 𝐮 = −𝐴/4𝜋((𝐱 − 𝐱𝐵)/|𝐱 − 𝐱𝐵|
3 + (𝐱 − 𝐱𝐼)/|𝐱 − 𝐱𝐼|

3) , where the 

subscript I denotes the image bubble. The velocity on the bubble is sketched in Fig. 5b, 

where its distal side collapses faster than the proximal side.  Consequently, the bubble 

flattens and its centre translates toward the wall. From the the bubble equation of 

motion,  

 

 

𝑀𝑒𝑧
··
= 𝐹𝑧 = ∮ 𝑝𝑛

⃗

𝑧𝑑𝑆, 

Figure 4. Sketch of the steady streaming generated by a bubble under US exposure. 
The dotted line indicates the thickness of the unsteady boundary layer, inside which 
the steady streaming flow pattern in sketched by the closed streamlines. The steady 
streaming inside the boundary layer drives the external flow outside the boundary 
layer. In presence of combined volume and position oscillations of the bubble the 
external field has a dipolar structure which decays slowly with distance from the 
bubble. 
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where 𝑀𝑒 is the so-called bubble added mass (i.e. the effective mass of the displaced 

fluid [102]), this motion must be due to the pressure asymmetry between distal side and 

proximal side pushing the bubble toward the wall. Turning the argument around, this 

pressure difference is the mechanical cause of bubble motion and deformation. The 

successive stages are sketched in Fig. 5c, see e.g. [103]. A critical configuration is 

Figure 5. Sketch of different phases of bubble collapse close to a boundary. a) 
collapsing bubble with centre xB and its image with centre xI; b) bubble 
deformation: the distal bubble side collapses faster than the proximal side; c) 
section of the toroidal-like bubble approaching the wall; d) numerical simulation 
of bubble collapse [94]: velocity field (arrows) and density field (contours); e) 
bubble dynamics in proximity of a solid surface, acquired at 40000 fps (frame 
numbered from left to right and top to bottom). 
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reached when the distal part of the interface catches up with the proximal side. Finally 

capillary effects modify the bubble topology as sketched in Fig. 5c and the bubble 

develops into a toroidal shape. The flow domain outside the bubble becomes multiply 

connected allowing for a net circulation concatenated with the torus corresponding to 

the liquid jet accelerating toward the wall.  

 

The results of recent numerical simulations with an advanced phase field model [104] 

carried out by some of the present authors to model bubble dynamics in extreme 

condition [105] are illustrated in Fig. 5d. All the phases of the process discussed above 

are reproduced by the simulations. The model accounts for the compressibility of both 

the vapour and the liquid phase and captures the emission of the strong shock wave, see 

also [72],  as well as the topological change of the bubble shape leading to the 

successive jetting phase. This complex dynamics can be experimentally investigated in 

well controlled condition by focusing a pulsed laser in water. In Fig. 5e a sequence of 

images acquired in the dedicated set-up developed in the present author's lab shows the 

dynamics of a bubble nucleated in proximity of a surface. Here, the acquisition is 

obtained in background illumination with a fast camera at 40000 fps (frame per 

seconds). The setup consists of a Nd:YAG pulsed laser (532 nm wavelength, maximum 

pulse energy of 30 mJ, pulse duration of 8 ns) and an optical chain (beam expander and 

parabolic mirror) to expand, collimate and finally focus the laser beam in a box full of 

pure water. The characteristic phases of the bubble dynamics and its lifetime are strictly 

dependent on the amount of focused energy and the distance from the surface. For the 

specific conditions adopted in Fig. 5e, prior to the first collapse (frames 1-11), the 

bubble shape is not yet influenced by the surface. It approaches the wall until with 

successive rebounds the characteristic topology shown in Fig. 5b and 5c emerges (see 

the torus at frame n°32).  

 

Cavitation can be monitored by so-called passive cavitation detection (PCD), an 

acoustic method to acquire bubble response exposed to US. An acoustic transducer is 

typically applied to passively listen for sound scattered by cavitation events. Mainly 

this method consists in a time-domain acquisition and frequency-domain analysis, after 

a combination of proper filtering to isolate the contribution of different cavitation 

phenomena. In general, stable cavitation results in emission at subharmonics and 

ultraharmonics of the main excitation frequency, while inertial cavitation reveals 

broadband noise emission above the characteristic background noise level [106]. 

Quantifying both broadband noise and subharmonics/ultraharmonics emission allows 

to estimate the so-called cavitation dose, which provides information about the intensity 

of cavitation events [107].  

 

 

4. Ultrasound and microbubble-induced bioeffects 

 

Molecule/compound passage through the endothelial barrier is tightly regulated and 

occurs through two specific transport pathways. In the transcellular pathway 
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(transcytosis) cell entry involves vesicles for molecule transport while in the 

paracellular pathway passage occurs between adjacent endothelial cells [108]. 

Endothelial cells are connected by cellular junctions that coordinately open and close 

to allow or deny passage. Specialised endothelial barriers involve different junctions, 

the most important ones for barrier selectivity being tight and adherens junctions. Tight 

junctions, found in the BBB, are mainly constituted of transmembrane adhesion 

proteins (occludins and claudins), Zonula Occludens proteins (ZO-1, 2 and 3) and JAM 

family proteins [109]. The typical protein in adherens junctions is the vascular 

endothelial cadherin (VE-cadherin), responsible for regulating vessel permeability 

[110, 111]. VE-cadherin is tightly connected to β-catenin and their association 

strengthens cell-cell adhesion forces [112]. Endothelial layer integrity modifications 

consequence of low intensity US exposure on HUVEC cells, say, can then be 

appreciated by β-catenin immunofluorescence staining able to visualise junction 

disruptions [113]. 

Beside loosening cells junctions, the mechanical stress induced by USMB application 

impacts on the endothelium by altering cell membrane integrity. Before discussing this 

issue, it is worth recalling that, apart from MBs, US alone may already induce transient 

cell membrane permeabilisation enhancing compound/molecule up-take through 

sonoporation [114-116]. In particular, low-intensity US application is known to induce 

on HUVECs bioeffects similar to USMB irradiation [113]. With MBs, the response is 

typically amplified.  

The mechanical stress acting on the cellular membrane may result in pore formation 

and/or membrane invagination leading to endocytosis [117-119]. The former is a 

membrane disruption process through appearance of pore-like structures upon US-

irradiation that increase membrane permeability [120, 121]. Endocytosis is instead an 

active transport-process mediated by membrane invaginations. Independent of pore 

formation, it is controlled by several molecules and organelles that guide specific 

endocytic pathways [122, 123]. Endocytosis contributes to USMB mediated delivery 

[124] by allowing uptake of macromolecules that cannot be accommodated through 

pores.  

Molecule size dictates the endocytic mechanism upon USMB irradiation, as identified 

by the localisation of different sized conjugated dextran molecules inside, e.g., in 

primary endothelial cells in vitro or in rat femoral artery endothelium in vivo [124]. 

After USMB, small dextran molecules (range 4.4 - 70 kDa) are homogeneously 

distributed in the cytoplasm, implying uptake through membrane pores. Above a certain 

size (155 - 500 kDa) dextran localises instead inside endocytic compartments. The 

uptake route significantly depends on the applied acoustic pressure. Differential entry 

upon loading with different sized dextran-conjugated molecules (4 kDa-2 MDa) and 

different acoustic settings (PNP 100-500 kPa) was demonstrated in [119] using human 

melanoma (BLM) cells. Cells were isolated in two populations with low and high 

dextran content, respectively, using Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting based on 
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dextran signal intensity. Notably, the acoustic pressure correlates with the dextran 

fluorescence signal and with different cellular uptake mechanism. The low intensity 

population presented punctate dots typical of endocytic compartments (endocytic 

uptake) whereas cytoplasmic diffuse distribution of the high intensity population 

indicated entry by pores [119]. At higher US intensity (500 kPa, inertial cavitation) 

transient pores appear on the membrane while low acoustic pressure (100 kPa, stable 

cavitation) produces cell membrane rearrangement leading to endocytosis. 

In retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells USMB irradiation was recently found to 

enhance the uptake rate of two specific endocytic pathways, the clathrin-mediated (CM) 

and the fluid-phase one [125]. Clathrin-mediated endocytosis requires clathrin protein 

recruitment at the cell membrane [126] while fluid-phase is a clathrin-independent 

endocytic mechanism not involving surface receptors or adaptor molecules [127]. The 

authors evaluated the cell surface expression level of the Transferrin receptor (TfR), a 

protein which internalises through the CM pathway. Meanwhile, fluid-phase uptake of 

dextran molecules was monitored through fluorescence measurements. Upon USMB 

irradiation TfR surface level decreased in less than 5 min as a result of enhanced (CM) 

endocytosis; instead, more than 10 min where needed to read-out dextran fluorescent 

uptake increase (fluid-phase endocytic pathway). USMB-mediated enhancement of 

distinct endocytic pathways could be potentially exploited for improved drug delivery 

strategies [125]. 

USMB application also stimulates the complementary process of exocytosis [128] 

where secretory vesicles export material from intracellular compartments outside cells 

[122]. USMB-induced molecule release through membrane disruption and enhanced 

exocytosis is illustrated in [128]. Under intense acoustic pressure (PNP of 570 kPa) 

specific markers were used to target endosomes — the compartments of the endocytic 

membrane transport pathway originating from the trans Golgi network — to 

demonstrate release from different compartments (early/recycling endosomes and 

lysosomes) in viable cells. Depending on USMB exposure settings,  release from the 

cytoplasm was also observed. 

Lysosomes exocytosis occurs upon cell membrane damage [129] and is particularly 

significant for USMB drug delivery. It is considered among the main membrane repair 

mechanism upon sonoporation [130] since, during exocytosis, lysosomes fuse with the 

plasma membrane reconstituting its integrity. Membrane damage leads to increased 

intracellular calcium level due to diffusion of Ca2+ into the cells [117]. In these 

conditions, a calcium-sensitive protein (synaptotagmin VII) expressed on lysosomal 

membranes drives enhanced lysosomes exocytosis [130]. Moderate USMB exposure 

(PNP of 250 kPa) induces transient formation of membrane pores and results into Ca2+ 

entry into the cell thereby stimulating lysosomes exocytosis [130]. Technically, 

lysosome exocytosis is demonstrated by detecting the relocation of the lysosomal 

marker protein LAMP-1 at the cell surface. LAMP-1 is normally expressed 

intracellularly on the lysosomal membrane and undergoes cellular membrane re-
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exposure upon membrane damage. LAMP-1 up-regulation at the cell surface of viable 

cells occurs upon high USMB exposure (PNP 570 kPa), thereby confirming the cellular 

membrane damage [125]. 

Low USMB intensity exposure (PNP 100 kPa) determines a variety of intra- and 

intercellular bio-effects, with negligible impact on cell viability, as shown for HUVEC 

cells in [113]. Under this US settings, microstreaming also leads to chemical stress and 

consequent free radicals formation [113], mostly reactive oxygen species (ROS) like 

H2O2 and superoxide. Free radicals increase cell membrane permeability to Ca2+ , as 

demonstrated in cardiomyoblast cells and bovine aortic endothelial cells [113, 124]. A 

similar phenomenon was observed in Xenopus oocytes and Chinese Hamster Ovary 

(CHO) cells at a higher PNP (0.3-0.45 MPa) [131, 132]. Other bioeffects of low US 

exposure concern cytoskeleton rearrangements, as shown in HUVEC by monitoring F-

actin re-organisation, one of the main cytoskeleton component, through 

immunofluorescence [113]. 

This body of literature confirms that USMB-mediated techniques can be tuned to 

transiently enhance endothelial barrier permeability, exploiting for controlled delivery 

concurrent mechanisms of junction loosening, pore formation, endocytosis and 

exocytosis (see Fig 6). 

5. Perspectives of in vitro cavitation for drug delivery 

Figure 6. Schematic representation of USMB-induced endocytosis/exocytosis from 
cells. Stable cavitation (left side) stimulates cell membrane endocytosis through 
fluid-phase uptake and receptor-mediated endocytosis. Inertial cavitation (right 
side) can induce membrane pore formation that leads to Ca2+ entry and consequent 
lysosome exocytosis plus entrance of macromolecules.  
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Since the 40’s FUS (with no bubbles) was tested in vivo for noninvasive ablation in the 

brain and central nervous system lesions [133, 134], but also to alter BBB integrity 

[135]. The intense ultrasonic irradiation leads, however, to skull heating and beam 

aberration due to bone irregularities and large acoustic impedance [16]. From the early 

2000, microbubbles started to be tested in combination with US in animal models. A 

brief overview of in vivo USMB application is given, prior to deepen into in vitro 

studies. 

The typical in vivo protocol combines MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and FUS to 

stimulate bubble oscillations in a restricted region of interest, with MRI guiding FUS 

irradiation of the target and monitoring the endothelial response. For BBB opening 

crucial issues are still the undesired, hardly controlled beam aberration caused by the 

skull and the scalp. 

USMB-mediated drug delivery exploits bubbles to reduce the US threshold for barrier 

opening. Low intensity FUS were first used after intravenous administration of UCA 

to induce focal BBB opening in vivo in [136]. Sonication was applied on rabbits after 

craniotomy under MRI guidance and monitoring [136-138]. In vivo investigation 

highlighted that BBB disruption and passage of blood-borne macromolecules (support 

ed by MRI, light and electron microscopy and histological examination) involve at least 

four BBB crossing mechanisms: transcythosis, transendothelial opening, i.e. 

fenestration and channel formation, tight junctions opening and passage through 

damaged endothelial cells at high US intensity levels [139, 140]. The effect of USMB 

irradiation on intercellular junction was also investigated. For example, in [141], 

junction rapture was demonstrated by the loss or reorganisation of immunosignals of 

tight junctions membrane proteins,(Occludins, Claudin-1 and ZO-1). 

BBB opening through intact skin and skull was demonstrated with no need for  

aberration corrections and minimal beam attenuation and distortion in [142, 143]. This 

allowed to obtain a significant decrease of the BBB opening pressure threshold with 

related barrier restoration [144].  

In vivo application of USMB-mediated drug delivery was also exploited to test specific 

drugs extravasation, e.g doxorubicin, a chemotherapeutic agent for the central nervous 

system [145], and to investigate crucial brain region, e.g. the hippocampus, relevant for 

neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer’s) [144, 146-148]. 

A significant effort aimed at optimising the main USMB protocol parameters, such as 

ultrasound contrast agents dose, bubble size and sonication parameters, e.g. in [149-

152]. Crucial for preventing permanent endothelial damage in vivo, is selectively 

inducing stable vs inertial cavitation using PCD for cavitation detection and 

quantification. The analysis of UCA emission allowed to understand the role of stable 

cavitation in the BBB rupture and the not dependence of inertial cavitation threshold 

on the skull presence, e. g. in [92, 153]. PCD analysis allowed also to demonstrate the 

correlation existing between cavitation dose, measured by the integral of the cavitation 

signal power variance, and BBB opening duration, induced permeability and likelihood 

of negligible damage [154]. 
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The application of USMB in in vitro study is considered a valuable alternative to in 

vivo animal models as screening tools for optimising ultrasound mediated drug delivery 

protocols.  

A current in vitro model of endothelial barrier consist in a systems comprising a 

permeable membrane covered with an endothelial monolayer immersed in controlled-

temperature liquid tanks (37°C) where USMBs are injected, Fig. 7a. 

An example is the cell monolayer grown on an Opticell™ substrate to investigate 

sonoporation in vitro [155] where the interaction of primary pig aortic endothelial cells 

with US-exposed MBs (Sonovue®) is exhibited. Bubble oscillations induce cell 

deformation and permeability modification. Deformations are extracted from the 

displacement of reference points on the cell membrane, while MBs oscillation is 

measured from the instantaneous diameter. The fast 1 MHz oscillations are observed 

with a the Bandaris 128 camera [156]. This camera is capable of acquiring a sequence 

of 128 consecutive image frames with 500 x 292 pixels at a maximum rate of 25 million 

frame/s. 

The feasibility of controlled cavitation-induced increase of HUVEC endothelial 

monolayer permeability is investigate with a similar set-up in [157]. Prior and upon US 

exposure, the permeability is determined from transendothelial electrical resistance 

(TEER) data. TEER is sensitive to endothelial layer integrity changes, membrane 

permeability alterations and tight junction formation [158]. USMBs are found to 

significantly reduce TEER, i.e. increase permeability, with no impact on cell viability 

[157]. 

Recently, a BBB model of primary porcine brain endothelial cells (PBECs) was 

investigated under stable and inertial cavitation in [159]. A tight PBEC monolayer was 

grown on a permeable membrane and was immersed upside down in phosphate 

buffered solution (PBS) in a sonicator containing SonoVue® MBs to acquire the 

backscattered signal by PCD. Possible limitations of the approach due to the high 

Figure 7. Schematic of US irradiation of a cell monolayer (a) and an agarose-gel 
tissue phantom (b). 
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sensitivity and fragility of PBEC monolayers were highlighted by the authors. Absence 

of flow component is also worth noticing. 

 

Tissue phantom models are alternative to cells monolayer-based systems (see Fig 7b). 

They consist of an agarose-gel tissue platform optimised to hold the bubble suspension 

and are ideal to study tissue-like response to USMB irradiation. Cavitation activity and 

acoustic parameters needed to obtain desired bioeffects were checked by such devices 

in a recent paper [107]. 

Tissue-mimicking phantoms under flow were already exploited to assess USMB-

induced macromolecule extravasation from a vessel-gel-system [160]. The gel encased 

with breast cancer cells was irradiated with US to evaluate extravasation with/without 

MBs assistance and to assess cell viability. Data are obtained by means of PCD and 

phase-contrast imaging. 

 

Microvessels-on-a-chip have been used for US-assisted drug delivery in [161]. The 

microfluidic chip mimics in vivo microvascular beds with stable cavitation stimulating 

receptor-mediated endocytosis. The network consists of a central and two side, parallel 

cell-cultured channels separated from the central one by two additional fluidic channels 

[162]. Medium exchange across channels is ensured by microposts. Channels are 

seeded with fibroblasts and HUVECs while functionalized MBs are diluted in the 

medium and loaded in the microdevice reservoirs. US exposure is provided by a single-

element, spherically focused transducer (1.1 MHz) while PCD acquires the bubble 

acoustic signature (5 MHz). The work demonstrates the potential of such devices to 

optimise USMB-mediated drug delivery in cheap and easy-to-handle set-ups. The main 

limitation is the absence of flow and related shear stress. 

 

The in vitro devices discussed so far represent a significant progress in the development 

of USMB mediated drug delivery systems alternative/complementary to in vivo animal 

experimentation. From the bibliography a high fidelity fluid flow component able to 

reproduce the physiological conditions emerges as a crucial missing feature in view of 

developing reliable endothelial barrier models. Under this respect, microfluidic 

platforms which combine the USMB-mediated approach with vasculature networks 

under proper flow conditions could greatly facilitate the assessment of strategies for  

barrier permeability enhancement. 

 

The conditions encountered in the application of USMB-mediated drug delivery in 

animal models involve a typical microvasculature lumen in the range of 40 − 110𝜇m 

and typical shear stress on vessel walls of the order of 10-2 dyne/cm2, corresponding to 

a flow rate of 0.2 μl/min [57, 163]. 

The stationary flow in the capillaries is accurately reproduced by standard syringe 

pumps. Moreover, available soft lithography techniques allow to produce both 

elementary microvessels and the complex network of an actual capillary bed  [53]. 

Intravital microscopy was already used to acquire and digitise images of capillary 

networks to be reproduced by microfabrication [164]. Suitably designed tissue 
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chambers can be integrated with vasculature models of various complexity to host 

different target tissues, either healthy or diseased, communicating with the vessels 

through the endothelial barrier. Where needed, a microbubble generator can be added 

to enable control of MBs characteristics (e.g. monodispersity, kind of shell, shell 

integrity and functionalisation).  

 

Protocols for growing endothelia in the artificial vessels are already well developed. 

The exposition of the cells to physiological shear stresses is crucial to strengthen the 

endothelial phenotype allowing the cells to assume the characteristic shape elongated 

in the streamwise direction. Cells density standardisation is also important to obtain the 

proper physiological/pathological endothelial cell coverage, see Fig. 1. After MBs 

injection in the artificial vasculature, the biomimetic device can be irradiated with US 

adopting different protocols. Cavitation activity can be monitored through, e.g., PCD, 

while permeability measurement can be obtained through fluorescence imaging or 

radioisotope tagging. Staining with specific markers can be used to evaluate cell 

viability, cell-cell interaction changes (junction rupture), cytoskeleton reorganisation 

and membrane integrity restoration. 

 

In conclusion, the potential of in vitro platforms for targeted drug delivery in general, 

and USMB-assisted extravasation in particular, is substantial. Such microfluidic 

devices offer a number of advantages when used in parallel/in alternative to more 

traditional in vivo approaches. The stability and reproducibility of artificial blood 

vessels mimicking the relevant physiological and pathological microenvironment allow 

a precise assessment of cavitation effects on the endothelial barrier and may help 

developing optimised protocols to minimise endothelial damage. In vitro approaches 

are expected to significantly reduce costs and time of pharmaceutical trials by offering 

cheap and reliable information for prescreening before resorting to a limited number of 

precisely aimed in vivo experiments. Not to mention ethical issues, reducing animal 

experimentation and resorting to related animal facilities have big impact on clinical 

and pharmaceutical research not only in terms of direct economic savings but also in 

terms of laboratory simplification. Cost and complexity of health care systems are in 

fact a central issue in modern countries. Given the European healthcare budget running 

around 800 billion euro per year for the sole central nervous system disorders [165] and 

the progressive ageing of the population, reduction of developing time for reliable and 

cost-effective drug delivery procedures is indeed a social priority. 
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